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Abstract

The trihydrogen ion has a central role in creating complex molecules in the inter-

stellar medium. Therefore, its formation and destruction mechanisms in high pho-

ton energy environments involving organic molecules are drawing significant exper-

imental and theoretical attention. Here, we employ a combination of time-resolved

ultrafast extreme-ultraviolet pump and near-infrared probe spectroscopy applied to

the deuterated CH3OD methanol molecule. Similar to other double-ionization stud-

ies, the isotopic labeling reveals two competing pathways for forming trihydrogen:

A) H+
3 + COH+ and B) H+

3 + HCO+. We validate our high-level ab initio nonadiabatic

molecular dynamic simulations by showing that it closely reproduces the essential fea-

tures of the measured kinetic energy release distribution and branching ratios of the

two pathways of the deuterated system. The success of ab initio simulation in describ-

ing single photon double-ionization allows for an unprecedented peek into the forma-

tion pathways for the undeuterated species, beyond present experimental reach. For

this case, we find that the kinetic energy release of pathwayB shifts to lower energies by

more than 0.6 eV due to a dynamical isotope effect.We also determine themechanism

for trihydrogen formation from excited states of the dication and elucidate the isotope

effect’s role in the observed dynamics.
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INTRODUCTION

The trihydrogen ion (H+
3
) is the simplest triatomic molecule. It is

often found in many natural and human-made plasmas.1–4 In partic-

ular, it plays a central role in the formation of complex molecules

in the interstellar medium.5–11 Hence, the reaction mechanisms that

lead to its creation and destruction have received significant experi-

mental and theoretical attention.12–24 In the interstellar medium, tri-

hydrogen is believed to form primarily by the H+
2
+H2 collisions.3
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Nevertheless, it has been ubiquitously identified as a surprising prod-

uct of many types of organic molecule ionization processes, including

electron impact,25,26 fast-ionbombardment,27,28 multi-photondouble-

ionization (MPDI) by intense laser pulses,29–37 as well as single pho-

ton double-ionization (SPDI).38–42 In particular, H+
3
formation from the

simplest alcohol (methanol) received special attention due to its abun-

dance in a wide range of interstellar environments.43

H+
3

formation occurs on doubly ionized organic molecules and

involves a highly nontrivial structural rearrangement of the hydrogen
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atoms.44 This intricate process in the dication species occurs with

the detachment of a neutral H2 entity from the parent dication that

exhibits roaming dynamics with insufficient energy to escape. Even-

tually, a proton capture by the roaming H2 entity occurs, followed

by a rapid explosion of the dication into two singly charged frag-

ments that are repelled from each other by the long-range Coulomb

force.44 This type of H2-roaming mechanism for trihydrogen forma-

tion has also been reported by ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD)

simulations of the dication system.29–31,40,41 Several studies found

measurable scrambling of the methyl and hydroxyl hydrogens that

was experimentally investigated by observing deuterated methanol

systems,25,28,30–34,38 where to the best of our knowledge, Nakai et al.

were the first to confirm simulation predictions and attribute the

observed D2H
+ ion yields from the Coulomb explosion of CD3OH to

proton capture from the hydroxyl by a roaming neutral D2.
30

Yamanouchi and coworkers also conducted a series of studies

on the H3
+ formation in the methanol dication using MPDI by

intense ultrafast laser pulses.30,35,36 Detailed MPDI Coulomb explo-

sion imaging studies revealed the great sensitivity of the experimen-

tally observed products to the precise value of the intense laser pulse

parameters.30,33,35 The intense laser dynamics are further compli-

cated by sequential ionization contributions to trihydrogen forma-

tion, revealed as vibrational beating of the intermediate singly ion-

ized cation.36 Furthermore, Kotsina et al. interpreted the asymmetry

parameter dependence in two-color MPDI studies of CH3OD as evi-

dence for the dominance of an alternative route to trihydrogen for-

mation involving migration of the D atom.34 Subsequently, Dantus and

coworkers determined the ultrafast time scale of trihydrogen forma-

tion using MPDI pump-probe studies with intense near-infrared (NIR)

pulses.29 Further still, MPDI studies explored the trihydrogen creation

on larger alcohols,31,32 and on deuterated CD3OH and CH3OD sys-

tems that allow to experimentally distinguish between the hydrogen

atoms originating from the methyl and hydroxyl sites based on the

products charge to mass ratio.29 Using MPDI, Dantus and cowork-

ers also studied the two pathways A-d and B-d in deuterated CH3OD

methanol,29 wherewedenote the twopathways in this deuterated sys-

tem as A-d) H+
3
+ COD+ and B-d) H2D

+ +HCO+. And concluded that

pathway B involved considerably longer times than A, while releasing

higher kinetic energy products (by ∼0.5 eV). It was conjectured that

the kinetic energy release (KER) difference in the two pathways can be

attributed to the significant HCO+ and COH+ energy difference.29

Toward overcoming the intrinsic challenges of MPDI studies, which

are known to exhibit strong sensitivity to the laser parameters,45–48

Luzon et al.40 performed Coulomb explosion imaging of methanol

using SPDI with ultrafast extreme-ultraviolet (EUV) pulses that allow

removing the masking effects of the intense laser field29,31,33 and

contribution of dynamics on singly ionized states due to sequen-

tial photoionization.36 The use of SPDI with low-field EUV pulses,

produced by high-order harmonic generation,49–51 supplies exper-

imentally measured branching-ratios, channel-resolved KER, and

momentum correlation spectra. It also paves theway for time-resolved

ultrafast EUV pump and NIR probe spectroscopy.52–54 A detailed and

multifaceted comparison of the measured data confirmed that the

F IGURE 1 The potential energies of low-lying singlet states of the
methanol dication as a function of CO bond extension, showing the
barrier for direct Coulomb explosion that results in complex structural
reorganization dynamics

nonadiabatic AIMD simulations successfully describe all the observed

channels, including CObond cleavage andH2O
+ formation that occurs

only on the excited states of the dication.40 On the ground state and

low-lying excited states, shown in Figure 1, an ∼3 eV barrier prevents

the direct Coulomb explosion of the CO bond and results in the com-

plex roaming H2 dynamics. Livshits et al. have shown that excitation

of the dication by a time-delayed NIR probe pulse, arriving before

completion of the roaming H2 dynamics, can supress trihydrogen

formation and promote three-body breakup.41 Where the ultrafast

nature of the roaming H2 dynamics was attributed to a competing

Coulomb explosion channel involving long-range electron transfer,

termed inverse harpooning, resulting in H2
+ formation.40 Furthermore,

Gope et al. recently confirmed that SPDI predominantly forms the sin-

glet CH3OH2+ states.42 The fact that theoretical simulations for these

systems agree sowell with the SPDI experiments allows us to use them

to explore questions that cannot be directly resolved by experiments.

This paper aims to extend the study of trihydrogen formation path-

ways A-d and B-d in the deuterated methanol to pathways A and B

of the undeuterated methanol, formerly experimentally indistinguish-

able due to the products’ mass identity. For this purpose, we will use

detailed nonadiabatic AIMD simulations, whichwe carefully check and

validate using SPDI Coulomb explosion experiments of deuterated

CH3OD methanol. Where dications are prepared by absorption of a

single photon from an EUV pump pulse and the time evolving dynam-

ics are probed by a delayed femtosecondNIR pulse.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Coincidence three-dimensional imaging of deuterated methanol

(CH3OD) by broad bandwidth EUV pulses shows that ∼8% of the

CH3OD2+ dications culminate in trihydrogen production. Where

similar to the undeuterated species, the other Coulomb explosion

channels include CO bond dissociation with and without proton

transfer, as well as many other three-body breakup channels.29,30

As the deuteration is localized on the hydroxyl cite, it is possible to
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F IGURE 2 The relative change in R, the ratio of pathway B versus
A yields, as a function of the NIR time-delay tNIR. Bluemarkers indicate
themeasured ratio of the deuterated B-d and A-d pathways. The red
curve represents the functional form of the AIMD-based theoretical
response of pathways A and B in the undeuterated system, convoluted
with the instrumental resolution function, where themodulations’
amplitude was scaled to fit the data. The shaded region estimates the
uncertainty due to the finite statistics of simulated AIMD trajectories

experimentally distinguish between the two trihydrogen formation

pathways A-d yielding H+
3
+ COD+, and B-d yielding H2D

+ + HCO+

by the coincident cation masses and their momenta correlations. The

measured yield ratio of B-d versus A-d is R = 1 : (7 ± 0.5), indicating

that the explosion-igniting proton capture by the roaming H2 occurs

more readily from the carboxyl group than from the hydroxyl group.

This measured value of R agrees with the simulated ratio of HCO+

versus COH+ products R = 1:8, as well as with other calculated and

measured estimates on similar systems. Where recent MPDI mea-

surements by Dantus et al.,29 Yamanouchi et al.,30 electron impact,25

and ion bombardment ionization28 studies have reported R = 1:5,

1:8.5, 1:7.7, and 1:7, respectively. The potential contribution of the

same-mass HD+ + CH2O
+, considered in MPDI studies as possible

background to the H+
3
+ COD+ channel, can be neglected in the SPDI

data, based on the significantly lower ∼ 2% yield measured for two-

body H+
2
+HCOH+ observed in SPDI of the undertreated system.40

Furthermore, the lack of H/D exchange between the hydroxyl and car-

boxyl moieties is reaffirmed by our AIMD simulations, including seven

low-lying electronic states of the dication. Moreover, an experimental

upper limit of< 0.1% for H/D scrambling probability in SPDI is inferred

by comparing the vanishing yield of CH2D
+ + OH+ coincidences with

respect to the predominant CH+
3 +OD+ channel.

Figure 2 shows the relative change in the measured value of the R

ratio for the two competing channels as a function of a tNIR time-delay

of an NIR probe pulse with respect to the ultrafast EUV pump. Where

the tNIR = 0 time is independently determined based on the transient

CH3OD+ ion yield.41 At negative times, the probe arrives before the

EUV pump and does not affect the dication dynamics. Similarly, at

the long tNIR limit, the probe arrives after completion of the Coulomb

explosion dynamics and trihydrogen formation and does not signifi-

cantly affect the ratio of the two pathways. At positive tNIR , the probe

suppresses the roaming of the H2 dynamics, promoting three-body

fragmentation instead of trihydrogen formation.41 When the probe

appears in the intermediate range of ∼ 150 − 300 fs, a lower value of

R is observed, probably due to a faster proton capture in pathway A-

d (completed on the ∼ 100 fs time scale29,41), while a longer pathway

B-d can also be supressed at longer time delays. Thus, at intermediate

times, the probe pulse generally induces suppression of pathway B-d

as reflected in themeasured lowerR values that recover afterCoulomb

explosionviapathwayB-d ismostly completedat tNIR∼300 fs.OurSPDI

data, therefore, support the conclusions of earlier strong-field time-

resolved MPDI studies that reported 𝜏 ∼ 100 fs for pathway A-d and

𝜏 ∼ 240 fs for pathway B-d.29

Although explicit inclusion of a time-delayed NIR probe pulse is

beyond scope of theAIMDsimulations presented here, trajectory anal-

ysis makes it possible to extract channel-resolved roaming times and

estimate the time-resolved branching ratio. Figure 3 shows the dica-

tion ground-state dynamics of a representative trajectory of undeuter-

ated pathway A, culminating in H+
3
+ COH+ formation (left panels) and

pathway B, culminating in H+
3
+HCO+ formation (right panels). Pan-

els A-1 (B-1) show the relative velocity of the center of mass of the

three H atoms that eventually form the trihydrogen cation relative

to the remaining atoms composing the COH+ (HCO+) fragment. The

proton capture and resulting Coulomb explosion can be identified at

∼150 fs (∼260 fs) as the threshold time for a strong monotonic accel-

eration. After proton capture, the relative velocity rapidly grows due to

the long-rangeCoulomb repulsion, reaching an asymptotic dissociation

valuemeasurable as the KER. In panels A-2 (B-2), we see that the onset

of roaming can be identified at ∼ 60 fs (∼ 70 fs) where R(C −H2), the

distance from the roaming H2 to the carbon atom (dashed line), starts

growing and a vibrational signature in R(H −H) (solid line) emerges at

∼3600±300 cm−1 wavenumbers, typical of vibrationally excited H2.

We have performed simulations initiated on the dication’s excited

states and found they exhibit decreasing H+
3
probability with increas-

ing electronic excitation.40 Figure 4 shows a representative pathway A

trajectory initiated on the third excited state of the dication, where the

color of the trajectory curves encodes the instantaneous time-evolving

electronic state. The trajectory shows that the system undergoes a

series of surface-hopping events until it reaches the electronic ground

state at ∼160 fs before the onset of H2 roaming dynamics at ∼180 fs.

We observed similar dynamics in all trihydrogen-forming trajectories

initiated on excited states of the dication and therefore conclude that

the roaming H2 develops primarily on the ground-state potential.

The representative excited state trajectory shown in Figure 4

reaches the ground state and starts roaming at relatively long times.

Nevertheless, as shown in Figure 5a, the distribution of roaming

onset times of trajectories initiated on excited states does not

appear to exhibit a significant delay with respect to roaming onset

of ground-state trajectories. Furthermore, within the finite statistics

of simulated trajectories, no significant differences in roaming onset

can be observed between the pathways A and B. In contrast, each

pathway exhibits a different proton capture time distribution showed

in Figure 5b. The time it takes for the roaming H2 to capture a proton
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F IGURE 3 Two typical AIMD trajectories corresponding to pathways A and B, occurring on the undeuterated dication ground state. (A-1)
shows as a function of time the relative velocity of the center of mass of the atoms that eventually form theH+

3
and COH+ fragments. (B-1) shows

the relative velocity of the center of mass of the atoms that eventually form theH+
3
andHCO+ products. Panels (A-2) and (B-2) show

corresponding distances of the roamingH2 entity from the carbon atom (dashed line) and the H-H bond length (solid line). The simulations begin at
the ionization time, under the Franck–Condon sudden approximation. The green-shaded regionsmark the neutralH2 roaming times, which onset
and termination by proton capture are, respectively, identified by the intramolecular distances and relative fragment velocities

F IGURE 4 A representative AIMD trajectory initiated on the third
excited state of the dication. Panel A-1 shows the relative velocity of
the center of mass of the atoms that eventually form theH+

3
and COH+

products, where the color coding indicates the instantaneous
electronic state. Panel (A-2) shows the corresponding distances of the
roamingH2 entity from the carbon atom (dashed line) and the H-H
bond length (solid line). The green-shaded regionmarks the neutralH2

roaming time, which starts shortly after the system reaches the
electronic ground state and terminates in a Coulomb explosion

F IGURE 5 Panel (a) shows the similar probability distributions of
simulated roaming onset times for trajectories initiated on the ground
(open bars) and on excited states (full bars). The probability
distributions of simulated proton capture times are shown in panel (b),
indicating longer proton capture times for pathway B (red bars) than
for pathway A (blue bars). In both panels, the probabilities are quoted
from all the simulated trajectories on the seven lowest singlet states of
themethanol dication
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is, therefore, shorter when the donor is the nearby carboxyl than the

more distant hydroxyl.

We can use the simulated proton capture times to produce a theo-

retical estimate of the functional formof theR(tNIR), the ratio of the two

pathway yields. For each trajectory, theNIRpulse is assumed toquench

trihydrogen formation if it arrives before the proton capture time.

After proton capture, the stable trihydrogen is assumed not be further

affected by the NIR pulse. Thus, the time dependence of ΔR(tNIR)∕R

arises solely from the different dissociation time distributions of the

two pathways shown in Figure 5b. The resulting functional form, con-

voluted with the experimental time resolution, is presented by the red

curve in Figure 2 and compared with the experimental data. At early

and “negative” time delays, when the NIR precedes the EUV pulse and

when no trajectory could yet be stabilized byCoulomb explosion,ΔR∕R

is negligible. After the relatively rapid (on theorder of 100 fs) formation

ofH3
+ +COH+ via pathwayA, theΔR∕R becomes negative for∼200 fs

timewindow inwhich the competingH3
+ +HCO+ forming trajectories

via pathwayB reach proton capture. At longer time delays, trihydrogen

ions formed by both pathways are assumed to be similarly immune to

the NIR probe pulse, and once again, ΔR∕R is negligible. It is important

to note that the quantitative estimate ofNIR suppression is beyond the

present theoretical analysis. We, therefore, scale the functional form

of the simulated response to enable qualitative comparison with the

experimental measurement. Furthermore, the simulated trajectories’

finite statistics are reflected in the confidence region shown in Figure 2

by the shaded area around the theoretical curve.

The different dynamics of the two trihydrogen pathways are

reflected not only in the time-resolved data, but also in the experimen-

tally measured channel-resolved KER distributions. Figure 6a com-

pares the measured KER distribution for pathway A-d, H3
+ + COD+,

and for pathway B-d, H2D
+ +HCO+, which are, respectively, shown by

the full blue anddashed red curves. TheKERdistributions of both chan-

nels overlap; however, the median KER of each distribution that are

indicated by the vertical lines reveal an ∼300 meV higher median KER

in the longer hydroxyl pathway. This, in rough agreement with earlier

strong-field MPDI measurements that report ∼5 and ∼5.48 eV KER,

respectively.29 Ekanayake et al.29 attribute this shift to the over 1.6 eV

energy difference between the dynamically favored COH+ product

and the energetically more favorable HCO+.55 Figure 6b compares

the theoretical KER distributions for pathway A, H3
+ + COH+, and

pathway B, H3
+ + HCO+, simulated for the undeuterated system.

The median simulated KER for the shorter carboxyl pathway agrees

with the experimentally measured KER. However, in contrast to the

experimental data, the simulated longer hydroxyl pathway trajecto-

ries exhibit a shift toward lower KER. Thus, despite the excess ∼1.6 eV

potential energy available to the HCO+ formation via pathway B, the

longer roaming times allow for greater energy redistribution into the

products internal degrees of freedom and result in a lower KER.

The alleged discrepancy between the experimental and theoreti-

cal results makes it critical to resolve the possible isotope effect. The

deuterated hydroxyl is not expected to affect the roaming H2 dynam-

ics; however, we may expect a difference in the H+/D+ capture pro-

cess. We, therefore, performed an additional computational study to

F IGURE 6 Kinetic energy release distributions of H3
+ +COD+

andH2D
+ +HCO+ from (a) CH3OD2+ initiated by EUV

experimentally and (b) nonadiabatic AIMD trajectories of CH3OH (c)
nonadiabatic AIMD trajectories of CH3OD. The vertical lines are
median of the distributions

explore dynamics initiated on the deuterated dication CH3OD2+ sys-

tem. Where dication dynamics were initiated from a slightly differ-

ent distribution of Frank–Condon geometries that were sampled from

∼300 K trajectories of the deuterated neutral system. Figure 6c shows

the simulated KER distributions of pathway A-d forming H3
+ + COD+

and pathway B-d forming H2D
+ + HCO+. As can be expected, the

KER distribution of pathway A-d is similar to pathway A and is not

affected by the deuteration of the hydroxyl. In contrast, pathway B-

d exhibits an isotope shift toward higher KER, in which median value

slightly exceeds that of pathwayA-d, in agreementwith the experimen-

tal data. We, therefore, attribute the experimentally measured higher

KER in pathway B-d (vs. pathway A-d) not to the relative energies of

the HCO+ and COH+ isomers, but to a dynamical isotope effect. Com-

parison of the simulated median KER of pathway B-d and pathway

B indicates a +0.6 eV shift of the deuterated system. A similar iso-

tope effect was previously reported to result in higher KER in D ver-

sus H abstraction reactions.56,57 The agreementwith the experimental

data indicates that the roaming H2 and H+/D+ capture dynamics are

successfully described by the nonadiabatic AIMD trajectory simula-

tions performed on CASPT2 potential surfaces and the negligible role

of tunneling to the proton capture andH3
+ formationmechanism.
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F IGURE 7 The experimental setup: schematically showing the paths of the EUV pump––near IR probe beams (red), themolecular beam
(green) introducing themethanol sample, as well as the correlated cationic products ejected from a single methanol molecule and accelerated
toward a 3D coincidence imaging detector

CONCLUSION

Two competing pathways of trihydrogen formation on the deuterated

methanol dication were explored both experimentally and theoreti-

cally. Dication CH3OD2+ dynamics are initiated by single photon dou-

ble ionization with an ultrafast EUV pump pulse and probed by a time-

delayed NIR pulse. The different formation time scales are probed by

suppression of the roaming H2 dynamics by the NIR pulse, and conse-

quent time-resolved change of themeasuredCoulombexplosion yields

ratio of pathway A-d products H3
+ +COD+ and pathway B-d products

H2D
+ +HCO+. The dominant shorter pathway, in which a roaming H2

captures a proton from the carboxyl site, trihydrogen formation times

peak on an ∼100 fs time scale. The duration of longer pathway B of

proton capture from the hydroxyl site is delayed and peaks at ∼150

fs. The observed and simulated time scales are found to be in quali-

tative agreement with strong-field MPDI experiments on the deuter-

ated system.30 Detailed comparison of the measured and simulated

KERspectraof both trihydrogen formationpathways reveals adynamic

isotope effect that results in a higher KER in trihydrogen formation

from the deuterated hydroxyl site. In contrast, AIMDsimulations of the

undeuterated systempredict that a proton capture via pathwayB from

the hydroxyl will result in a lower KER. Further theoretical investiga-

tions are required to quantitatively describe the MPDI studies as well

as the EUV pump and NIR probe experiments. Additional experimen-

tal and theoretical effort is also required for accounting the role of the

competingelectron-transfer fromthe roamingH2 to theHCOH2+ dica-

tion and formation of H2
+ product.

EXPERIMENTAL AND COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

The experimental setup for single-photon Coulomb explosion imag-

ing and theoretical nonadiabatic AIMD simulations has been described

earlier.39–42,54,58 Figure 7 shows the experimental scheme, in which

broad bandwidth ultrafast EUVpulses are produced by high-order har-

monic generation (HHG) by focusing sub 35 fs NIR pulses, centered

around 800 nm generated at a 1 kHz repetition rate in a semi-infinite

neon gas cell.50,51

The resulting EUVpulses are spatially filtered from the higher diver-

gence NIR.59 Additional 4.5 mJ of the Solstice laser output is time

delayed, mildly focused to ∼400 μm andmerged with the EUV pulse at

a small ∼1 degree angle at the center of a home built 3D coincidence

imaging spectrometer, where both beams cross a skimmed effusive

beam of commercially available CH3OD samples. The cationic prod-

ucts are accelerated and their coincidence 3D momenta are imaged

on a time and position sensitive detector.39,60 True Coulomb explosion

events are disentangled from an overwhelming dissociative ionization

background based on the total momentum conservation of two coinci-
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dent hits on the detector and any residual false coincidences are eval-

uated and subtracted based on themeasured probabilities of single ion

events.39

Theoretical nonadiabatic AIMD simulations were performed using

CASPT2 potentials.61–66 Nonadiabatic dynamics were approximated

using surface-hopping molecular dynamics trajectories,61 generated

at the XMS-CASPT2/(8e,8o)/aug-cc-pVDZ level using the BAGEL elec-

tronic structure package.62 A more detailed description of the AIMD

simulation is provided in our previous work concerning the Coulomb

explosion dynamics on the singlet manifold of methanol dication

states.40 In order to determine the relative probability of different

double-ionization product channels, we have initiated over 100 trajec-

tories on each of the ground- and six low lying excited-states. Where

the initial phase-space configurations were sampled from neutral

ground-state AIMD simulations at 300K, performed for the respective

undeuterated and deuterated systems on the CASSCF level using the

MOLCAS package.64

The supplementary molecular dynamics movie shows the compet-

ing H3
+ formation dynamics via pathway A and pathway B, simulated

starting from two different geometries on the first excited state of the

Methanol dictation. In both cases, roaming H2 dynamics are observed

to start after the system performs hopping to the ground-state poten-

tial energy surface (SI).
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